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1. What advice would you give to female college students about the opportunities
for women in the accounting profession?
The accounting profession is a great place for women so don’t judge a book by its
cover. For example, my 21-year-old son and his friends think of accounting as
boring and routine. Those stereotypes could not be more untrue! Accounting is
mostly about problem solving, creating order out of chaos and working well with
people, so it’s a perfect �t for many women – we do this so well naturally!

Accounting is a perfect �t for my outgoing and curious personality. Also, no day is
ever the same as the one before. That said, my career in accounting happened in a
very unconventional way – after getting a degree in psychology I found that I
didn’t like working in that �eld so I made a right turn and went into accounting.
Initially I learned on the job, then went back to school and studied to �ll any gaps
in my knowledge. Over the years, my various roles gave me just the opportunity to
invent, �x and create, all things that I very much enjoy. Today, I use my passion for
accounting, accountants and bookkeepers to create great things at Intuit. It’s been
a great ride and I still love coming to work every day.

2. What advice would you give accounting �rms on things they could do to better
retain and advance more quali�ed female staff?
Retention best practices apply regardless of gender. It’s all about �nding what each
employee needs to thrive, then creating that environment for them while helping
the business grow. For some employees, that environment is created by helping
them juggle work and home life – a �exible work schedule, for example, can be just
the ticket. For others, it’s about assigning challenging work and stretch roles – so
it’s important to have development plans in place for each employee. And for
others, it’s about the title and the pay packet. But regardless, all employees need to
feel like they are a valued part of the team and that their opinions matter. Leaders
should focus on being open, accessible and create an environment where even the
most junior staff member can feel like they are making a difference and part of
something bigger than themselves.
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3. Do you think that there is still a glass ceiling in accounting �rm senior
management and partner levels, or that the profession has moved to a mostly
gender neutral state?
I never experienced a glass ceiling in any of my accounting roles, but at a high level
I do see it existing in other countries. When I spoke to large accounting association
audiences in the UK the rooms were always full of grey-haired men with very little
exception, which tells me the partner structure at most UK �rms are still
predominantly male. Overall, the US and Canada seem more open to women as
leaders and I feel very good about that.

4. How have you managed to balance your professional and personal life
obligations, whether that includes family, etc?
I have been fortunate to work at forward looking companies, including Intuit,
where I’ve been at for the past 10 years. All of my employers (with only one
exception) realized that if they don’t allow employees to attend their kid’s key
events and be there for their families when needed, retention would suffer greatly.
I often take work home, but at the same time I feel “safe” asking for time off if I
need it. In past roles, I used to split my day, working at the of�ce when my son was
in school, then pick it up again after he went to bed. It worked out really well.

About that “exception” employer? They expected employees to be in the of�ce
100% during working hours with no exceptions. Even sick time was scrutinized
and breaks were clicked in and clocked out. As a result, that company had a very
high turnover rate because of these policies and I also did not stay long.

5. How mobile are you regarding your work? How have mobile devices and apps
impacted your productivity and work-life balance?
I am about 75% mobile, although I do go into the of�ce to work most days because
I get a lot out of the face time. However, I have my phone connected and with me
at all times to be able to quickly respond to anything needed. Additionally, I travel
a lot so mobility and connectivity are essential. Overall I’m pretty happy with my
productivity and work-life balance.

6. What single piece of technology could you absolutely not live without, and
why?

My Samsung Galaxy 4. It has “Swype,” which allows me to type faster than I can
on an iPhone. Also – the integration with a social sites is best in class and the
camera just rocks.

7. What is your favorite professional mobile app, and why?
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This is a tough one. I use a lot of apps – airline apps, social apps, time zone apps,
etc. If I had to pick my favorite it’s probably What’sApp – it isn’t a “professional”
app per se but it allows me to keep in touch with my global teams and in�uencers
so easily. We can create Groups and let everyone know what is going on quickly.
Also, it integrates with my contact list seamlessly so I don’t have to maintain
separate lists.
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